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WHEELS
WHEELS I WHEELS

Cleveland

YOU CAN HAVE YOUR CHOICE
National

Stearns

Racycle

Sterling

Rambler

Manson Victor

Orient

Columbia
Or any others you want

This Is the greatest opportunity the boys and girls ever had to get a $50.00 Bicycle,

HERE IS OUR OFFER:
We will give you your choice, of any $50 bicycle made, for 150 new,

one month subscriptions to the Daily and Sunday Bee. If you cannot
collect in advance, just turn in the name and address, and the carrier
who delivers the paper will make the collection, and we will deliver the
wheel as soon as the subscriptions ' have been paid.

Any boy or girl can get 150 people to take THE BEE one month and help them to get a wheel.
It makes no difference where you live or where you get subscribers. TRY IT!

Remember these are all
high grade $50 wheels

Arrangements can be made for Fancy Specialties and Racers for a few more orders.
Start in early 'and you can be one of the lucky boys and girls if you try,
We would rather have you all ride $50 wheels, but if some of you cannot get the required number of
we can give you a good wheel for less. You can take your choice of any $40 Road Wheel for 120 orders,
There are some very good wheels that sell for $30. We will give you one of these for 90 orders.
We have some mighty good wheels for the little boys and girls for otijy .50 orders. Think of it. ...

So you see nobody is barred out- -

All our boys and girls can ride wheels this spring.
A New Wheel, and Just the One You Have Always Wanted.
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For further particulars call or address the Circulation Department
The Bee Publishing Company,
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